
1. Inspiration

This usually comes in a flash. In my 
case it’s often visual, such as the 
Detaille painting which set me off on the 
Franco-Prussian War or the viewing of 
Kagemusha which pointed me Samurai-
wards. More rarely, as in this case, the 
inspiration is literary, and I am fired 
with the idea to create a wargame by a 
particularly vivid or intriguing piece  
of text.

2. Preparation

As I’m an unregenerate toy-soldierist 
with a pathological reluctance to spend 
any real money on my hobby this stage 
can often take ages to get through. 
Finding cheap, pretty-looking toys to play 
with on the tabletop is a major problem 
(to take the examples given above, 
my FPW set up is based on hair-roller 
5mm ‘figures’ and my Samurai armies 
are based around the 400 figures in the 
Shogun boardgame which I picked up 
for a silly price at a closing-down sale). 
Having overcome this particular problem 
the next stage is getting round to painting 
them up - and time and energy are not 
things I seem to have a lot of these days!

3. Execution

Actually writing the rules and playing 
the game. I almost never use other 
people’s rules and even where I do 
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(DBA for example) I usually take 
them as a starting point for adaptation 
and further development. Even then, 
I am not content until I have come up 
with a special mechanism that seems 
particularly appropriate to the period 
or situation I’m trying to reproduce. 
Another excuse for wasting even more 
time before the game sees the light 
of day.

The game I am writing about here – 
making a tabletop wargame out of 
an account of a huge snowball fight 
amongst bored Confederate soldiers 
– is an object lesson in this three 
stage process.

INSPIRATION 

On this occasion I blame my brother Ian 
for coming up with an irresistible idea. 
“You have just got to make a wargame out 
of this”, he said, showing me an extract 
from a book he had recently come across 
in the States. He certainly knows what 
appeals to me. The source was Diary 
of a Confederate Soldier, published 
by University of South Carolina Press, 
1990. (You see, four years to get round 
to completing the game!) An outstanding 
ACW memoir ‘from the ranks’’, worth 
a place in any ACW enthusiast’s library. 
The passage in question was an absolute 
beauty, and the only way to appreciate it 
is to print it in full. So here you are - an 
astonishing little story: 

For me there are always three stages in the development of a new wargame:



March 13th 1864 

Sunday. A beautiful day. Went to church in forenoon and heard a good sermon by Rev. Payne. At church again at 
night. Attended church several nights during the week - no place else to go. 

March 20th 

Went to the Baptist church in forenoon... at 2pm Rev. Roberts preached near our camp. Went to Bap. church at 
night... All quiet in military circles, the past week. Of nights the soldiers are generally at church in town. I went 
several nights during the week. 

Tuesday March 22nd 

Last night the snow fell three or four inches deep, and continued snowing, not very hard though, through the day. 
We have seen more fun today than at any one time during the war. Early in the morning the 4th Ky., whose camp 
is near Tyler’s Brigade of our division, got up a snow fight with Tyler’s men, and all the other regiments in our 
brigade went to reinforce the 4th. After fighting awhile our brigade and Tyler’s ‘made friends’ and both went over 
to Finley’s Fla. brigade of our division, and charged the camp. Finley was soon ‘cleaned out’. Not having seen 
enough fun, our division (Bate’s) marched on Stovall’s brigade, Stewart’s division, two miles off. We marched in 
military order, and when we got in the neighbourhood of the camp, sent forward, after forming lines of battle, a 
line of skirmishers to develop the enemy. Our skirmishers soon had to fall back before superior numbers, and we 
made a general assault. We took the camp with so little fighting – not having seen near sport enough – our lines 
fell back, and let Stovall’s men prepare for defense. By this time Gen‘l S. came in person, and had his brigade 
formed. We charged again, and took a stand of colours, and Gen’l S. himself Lt. McC. and myself had the honor 
to capture the flag, which we brought home to camp. Having entirely demoralized Stovall, we came home. I got 
several bruises. 

In the afternoon, a courier came over from Tyler’s brigade, stating that all of Stewart’s division was advancing 
on our division. Soon our regiments were marching to the half-way grounds, which was to be the seat of war. 
We formed our lines in a range of hills, and waited for the enemy, after sending out skirmishers. Had not been 
in line long, when we could see the red banners of the advancing hosts, contrasting beautifully with the white 
snow. They came steadily forward, and soon the air was full of snow-balls. Before the action commenced, our 
QM, who had the honor to command our regiment – and we had the honor to be commanded by him – made us 
a stirring speech. All of Stewart’s men had ten rounds each of snow-balls in their haversacks, and we had to fall 
back. 1 recd. a wound in the left eye, in the early part of the action. QM came near being captured, only saving 
himself by putting spurs to his horse. As we were driven through Finley’s and Tyler’s camps, their men deserted 
us, and we still had to retreat before superior numbers. We took advantage of ground occasionally, and gave the 
overpowering columns a check. A detachment of our men captured Genl. Stewart. At last, when they had driven 
back to the camp of the 4th Ky., our regiment made a flank movement, which so surprised the enemy, he was soon 
put to rout, and our camp saved from pillage. The 4th and 2nd lost their flags. We took out the banner captured 
from the 47th Ga., Stovall’s brigade – I believe it was the 47th – perhaps the 41st – and we brought it back with 
us. Lt. McC. acted as colour sergeant, and I as his guard. After we had routed the enemy, we captured many 
prisoners, among them Maj. Austin of La., who occasionally gives us something to laugh at, over the name of 
‘Maj. Cherrycomb’. – Tonight I feel ‘terribly’ sore. 

March 23rd 

The sun shining this morning, and the snow is rapidly disappearing. Feel so sore from my sport yesterday, I 
can scarcely move. The boys want me to write an account of the late battle and have it published, but I feel 

too crippled.’ 

See what I mean? What an amazing 
picture it conjures up. It was a challenge  
I just couldn’t resist! 

So much for the inspiration, next stage 
was the...

PREPARATION

This was the really difficult bit. What I 
needed was a division’s worth of ACW 
figures, with no weapons, in ‘snowball-
throwing’ poses. No wonder it took so 
long for this game to see the light of day. 

The solution finally came as a result of 
one of my occasional trawls round the 
‘cheap and nasty’ shops of Manchester. 
You know the sort of place: piles of 
cheap plastic toys, kitchen gadgets and 
ghastly knick-knacks of oriental origin, 
mostly 99p or less. Usually I don’t find 
anything, but just occasionally there will 
be something of use to the cheapskate 
wargarner. 

This time I really struck paydirt. Big 
bags of 20mm toy soldiers, mostly WW2 

Airfix copies, at the bargain price of a 
pound for 400 figures. I opted for the 
twin pack of Japanese and Afrika Korps 
since all the figures were wearing caps, 
and bought eight bags, much to the 
amusement of the shop assistant! As well 
as all the conventionally useful poses 
(marching, advancing, firing, which are 
all set to become regiments of 1860’s 
Austrians, French and Prussians once my 
plasticine and modelling knife have come 
into play), there were also large numbers 



To change formation roll a D6 (plus one 
if General present): 

5/6: takes one move. 
2/3/4: two moves. 
1: three moves.

GAME PLAY AND OBJECTIVES

The game opens with two regiments 
from neighbouring brigades involved 
in a small scale snowball fight (each 
with only three skirmisher companies 
deployed). Other units are drawn in as the 
‘battle’ progresses. The objectives are to 
win victory points as follows: 

- 5 points: for capturing a flag, 
brigade HQ or General. 

- 10 points: for capturing (and 
looting) a regimental camp 
belonging to another brigade.

MOVEMENT AND MANOEUVRE 

Skirmishers: 18 inches per move, wheel 
at will. 

Column: 12 inches per move, wheel at 
will. 

Line: 6 inches per move, wheel at 
maximum of eight inches total movement. 

To “Fall in” a regiment from camp: Roll 
5, 6 on a D6. Roll again to see how many 
companies fall in. (Add one to dice rolls if 
General present). 

of grenade throwers, sword-waving 
officers and the inevitable assortment 
of odds and ends that usually end up in 
the bits box awaiting decapitation. This 
time though, the collection of wildly 
waving arms would be used to build 
up an animated firing line of snowball 
throwers! 

It was a relatively simple business to 
trim off the excess weaponry and, having 
stuck the figures down on company 
sized bases, give them a quick coating of 
household white paint which would serve 
as an all in one undercoat and terrain 
(snow) colour. A suitable mix-and-match 
with various shades of grey, brown and 
blue jackets, trousers and caps gave a 
suitably ragged and ill-assorted bunch of 
Confederates.

On now to the final stage...

 EXECUTION

Writing the rules for this game posed 
some special problems. My first thought 
was to use standard ACW with all the 
firing cut out (as if they were fighting 
in heavy rain, say) but I decided that 
this would still leave a relatively 

conventional game. What was needed 
was something rather more light-hearted 
and quick moving, to reflect something of 
the incident on which it was based. 

Nevertheless, the game must still reflect 
the fact that the snowball fight was fought 
along the lines of a contemporary battle. 
This was the whole appeal of the story. 
So any rules must still make provision for 
such things as:

- Use of standard ACW tactical 
formations.

- No casualties; but capture of 
prisoners, flags and camps are 
measures of victory.

- No morale rules pre-combat 
(everyone wants to get stuck in), but 
units may be forced to give ground.

So, I needed a light-hearted game based 
around ACW tactics.

How could I go about reproducing the 
snowball ‘firefight’? Throwing cotton 
wool balls at the figures would have 
been fun, but was ruled out as being 
impossible to control, and rolling heaps 
of dice was too boring. The answer I 

came up with was to use dominoes. 
Well-known to everyone, but with an 
unfamiliar spread of odds, the great thing 
about them was that the scores were 
indicated by patterns of white dots - just 
like snowballs. Eureka! 

The last thing was to find an occasion 
on which to launch this affair on an 
unsuspecting audience. It would have to 
be one of the minor courses on a more 
extensive wargames menu, as it was 
far too lightweight for a main course. A 
typically anarchic wargames weekend 
chez Paddy Griffith provided the perfect 
setting and dinner guests. The fact that 
it was played on the lawn on one of the 
hottest days of the summer only added to 
the charm and incongruity of the game! 

But for a wider public, what better 
setting than the ‘Christmas’ edition of 
this illustrious journal? A word in the 
ear of the kindly editor at the Derby 
Championships in October was enough to 
secure a commission to play Santa Claus 
to the readership.

So, as a seasonal confection, I give you 
the rules for...

“MEN AGAINST SNOWBALLS”  
AN ACW ENTERTAINMENT

EQUIPMENT REQUIRED

200-250 toy soldiers.

A playing surface representing snowy 
terrain (a white bed sheet is ideal) with 
the occasional hill and copse. Tents, huts 
etc. to represent regimental camps.

ORGANISATION 

Two sides, each of one brigade with 
an HQ, a Brigadier General and four 
regiments each consisting of a camp 
and seven companies (including one 
command company with a flag bearer 
and mounted “officer”). 

Companies are represented by four 
figures, on a group base 6cm square, with 
the figures lined up on the rear edge.

FORMATIONS

Line: Three or more companies lined 
up edge to edge, Command company 
in centre. 

Column: A one or two company wide 
column, Command company at front. 

Skirmishers: Companies deployed 
with at least a one company wide gap 
between them. A regiment may send out 
up to three companies as skirmishers or 
the whole regiment may break up into 
skirmishers after combat/looting.



Only the regiment nearest the “action” 
may test to fall in at the start of the game. 
After that test automatically if the action 
comes within 24 inches of a camp.

COMBAT

Regiments get stuck in to a snowball 
fight without any preliminary “Morale” 
test. If coming within a normal move 
of an enemy regiment or group of at 
least three skirmisher companies a unit 
will deploy into line and commence the 
snowball fight. 

Line up the opposing units base to 
base with companies paired off facing 
each other. For each “combatant pair”  
draw one domino at random from a 
face down set and place it between the 
two companies. Combat is resolved by 
comparing the score at either end of the 
domino. NB “Blanks” count as zero. 

On a difference of TWO or more 
(THREE in Woods) the loser retreats 
6 inches immediately and waits the 
overall outcome of the regimental fight. 
Otherwise the fight continues. 

A General adds 2 to the score of any 
company he is with, but if that company 
is forced to retreat he must roll 4/5/6 on a 
D6 to escape capture. 

Command companies never fight, 
but cannot be forced back. If gaps 
emerge remaining companies close on 
the command company. Overlapped 
companies count minus two on 
their score. 

If a command company is left with 
an overlapped open flank after all the 
closing in has been done roll a D6 to 
continue the fight. Flag is captured for 1, 
2, 3 (1, 2 only if General present), and all 
remaining companies retreat 12 inches 
immediately (if both flanks are open the 
flag is captured automatically).

The winner regroups on the spot for one 
move.

PASSAGE OF LINES (see diagram) 

EG: “C” wants to move in to relieve “B”, 
who is getting the worst of a fight with 
“A”. To successfully exchange front line 
companies both roll D6. Needs two odds 
or two evens. 

SOURCES 

Diary of a Confederate Soldier 
(John S. Jackman, of the 1st 
Kentucky ‘Orphan’ Brigade). 

The Civil War, William J. Bradley.

Otherwise the Lines get tangled up 
and, in this case only companies 1 (on 
the left) and 5, 6 (on the right) get into 
action. Companies 2-4 huddle behind 
“B”, forming a second line but taking 
no useful part in the action. If any of 
“B”s companies in front of them have 
to retreat, these second line units do 
likewise. 

LOOTING A CAMP 

This takes at least 4 companies two full 
moves, undisturbed. If the looting is 
successfully completed the unit returns 
to its own camp immediately in skirmish 
formation, taking no further part in the 
action unless attacked. 
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X


